ROAD MARKINGS
Permanent & Temporary Contracting Services
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Introduction

WJ is the UK’s leading provider of award winning road markings, specialist highway products and services with extensive experience in the industry.

Road Markings are our core specialist business and we consistently provide high standards on a national basis whilst also ensuring delivery of unrivalled local service from strategically located group businesses and UK depots.

People, client and supplier relationships are our strength and together we have evolved WJ into the most successful innovator, manufacturer and provider of road markings within our industry.

WJ investment in research & development drives innovation and continuous improvements.

WJ design and build specialist road marking vehicles and produce high performance materials within our own advanced manufacturing facilities.

Road Marking Resources

Specialist Road Marking Fleet

WJ invest heavily in vehicles and own the most advanced and modern fleet within the road markings industry.

WJ operate in excess of 170 LGV specialist road marking vehicles from major MultiTask applicators, sprayers, extruders and Hydroblast removal machines through to studding trucks and screed vehicles.

Standards

- ISO 9001 Quality standard and certified Sector 7 National Highways Sector Scheme
- ISO 14001 environmental and ISO 18001 Health & Safety – Stoke Depot
- Chas accredited for safety
- Compliant with BS EN 1871 physical properties, BS EN 1436 road performance and BS EN1463 road studs
- Fleet Operator Recognition Scheme (FORS)
- Achilles Building Confidence risk management and best practice
- Gold Status Supply Chain Sustainability School

The UK’s largest independent specialist road marking company

Engineering Manufacture

WJ’s road marking trucks are designed and built by our group engineering division to ensure the latest ideas on safety, environment and efficiency are incorporated within a continuous improvement plan.

Vehicle designs are supported by Computer Aided Design (CAD) technology and manufactured to conform to the Individual Vehicle Assessment scheme (IVA).

Product Manufacturing

Product innovations are driven by our research & development activity aligned to the needs of clients and other stakeholders.

The production of high performance materials is carried out within a quality controlled environment in our modern manufacturing facilities.

People

Our people are our strength with long serving qualified employees possessing vast experience we provide the largest directly employed UK force of highly skilled and specialist road marking operatives.

Resourcing and delivery of major schemes is assured by dedicated permanent night working crews.

Training

WJ have an established driver training academy and DVSA approved training centre whilst also supporting the RSMA apprenticeship scheme.

Plant Maintenance

Operations are supported by 24 hour depot and / or highly qualified mobile vehicle technicians.

Safety, Health & Environment

Safety is a WJ core value and all operations are supported by 24 hour Safety, Health and Environmental management.
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Road Marking Services

WJ are a specialist marking contractor for Highways Management Companies, Highways England, Transport Scotland, construction & framework contracts, local authority roads, resurfacing schemes, airport, rail, car park, factory, sports and school playground projects.

Temporary Road Markings
- Weatherline high performance acrylic for temporary road marking services utilising specially developed and constructed vehicles.
- Serving both large & small contractors we provide our extensive client base with unrivalled service.
- Advanced drying equipment allows for temporary tape and stud work to be carried out during inclement weather conditions.

Weatherline High Performance Range
- Weatherline high performance screed & extruded thermoplastic for higher retroreflectivity, luminance and skid resistance values.
- Weatherline+ dot ‘n’ line system for enhanced wet night visibility.
- NB Weatherline+ can be used to upgrade existing markings. Weatherline is an award winning road marking.

Permanent Road Markings
WJ provide a full range of permanent marking solutions with the flexibility for small works on local authority roads or car parks as well as full resources for major schemes on motorway and trunk roads.
- Thermoplastic screed, spray, extrusion and raised profile markings
- Advanced durable waterborne and solvent paints
- Methyl Methacrylate (MMA) cold plastic
- Preformed Markings
- High friction & safety surfacing

Road Studs
WJ supply and install a full range of permanent and temporary road studs in line with the requirements of BS EN1463.
- Installation services include:
  - Traditionally milled cats eye
  - Roadcraft 301 inset
  - 3M™ 290 surface applied
  - Armour studs
  - Temporary road studs
  - Non reflective pedestrian crossing studs

WeatherGrip
WeatherGrip is an innovative coloured surfacing system providing durability, ease of application, and a flexible design functionality for demarcation, traffic calming and high skid resistant applications.

Allux Reflecting Road Marker
Allux is a complementing high performance aluminium road stud featuring microprismatic optical technology. Allux can be installed using the safe WJ Guardian System.

Scabbling
The skid steer machines have various attachments so that markings or studs can be scabbed off in a quick, reliable and proven method of removal.

Hydroblast
- The Hydroblast ultra-high pressure water system offers a unique level of versatility and performance with little or no damage to road and pavement surfaces.
- WJ operates a fleet of Hydroblast 8000 and Hydroblast 4000 removal machines for efficient removal of road markings.
- A patented vacuum recovery system ensures that particles do not dissipate into the atmosphere or enter the water course and leaves the road clean and virtually dry.

Road Marking, Studs & High Friction Surfacing
WJ has a fleet of specially designed and purpose built in-house equipment to deal with all types of road marking, road stud and high friction or safety surfacing removal. The plant is transported to site in purpose built vehicles and operated by trained and highly skilled operatives. A key objective is to provide an efficient service keeping any traffic disruption to a minimum.

Removal of Road Marking, Studs & High Friction Surfacing
WJ provides a full package of solutions when it comes to traffic calming and road safety. We manage schemes from conception to completion that include high friction surfacing, coloured surfacing, road marking and road studs throughout the UK.

High Friction and Safety Surfacing
BBA approved high friction surfacing installer
WJ are a BBA HAPAS approved installer of both hot and cold applied type 1 high friction surfacing meeting the requirements to clause 924 of the specification for highway works.

State of the art equipment & highly skilled operatives within a collaborative culture
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